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As the Wikimedia Foundation, I would 
like all users of our sites to have truly
 global accounts so that I can develop 

truly global features.



Five streams of work

● Global rename
● Request a rename
● Log in with old credentials
● Global account merge
● The finalisation script



As a user, I would like to rename my 
account globally without having to file 

hundreds of rename requests.

As a steward, I would like to rename 
accounts globally with a single click.



As a user who will be forcibly renamed, 
I’d like a hassle-free way to request a 

new name.

As a steward, I would like to process all 
the SUL-related rename requests from 

a single, central location.



As a user who was forcibly renamed 
without my knowledge, I would like to 
log in with my old username so that I 

am not locked out of my account.

As a product manager, I’d like the SUL 
finalisation to not lock users out of 

their accounts!



As a user with multiple unattached 
accounts that were globalised, I’d like a 

way to collect all my global accounts 
into a single, unified account.

As a steward, I’d like a way to have the 
correct local accounts assigned to a 
global one, without causing clashes.



As a user, I’d like to be able to log in to 
all Wikimedia wikis with a single, 

unified name.

As the Wikimedia Foundation, we’d like 
to globalise all accounts so that we can 

begin developing global features.



The team
● Bryan

○ Request a rename
○ Old credentials

● Kunal
○ Global rename
○ Global merge
○ Finalisation script

● Chris
○ Code review
○ CentralAuth guru

● Keegan
○ Community engagement

● Brandon
○ UX design

● Dan
○ Product owner
○ Scrum master


